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Abstract

In French PSA (Probabilistic Safety Assessment) 1300 for the 1300 Mwe PWR
plants carried out by E.D.F.fl], sequential and reparable systems are modeled with
state graphs. This method is particularly convenient for modeling dynamic systems
with long-term missions but induces a bad traceability and understandability of
models.

In the objective of providing elements for rewriting PSA 1300 with only boolean
models, E.D.F. has asked CEA to participate to a methodological study.

The aim is to carry out a feasibility study of transposition of state graphs models
into fault trees on Component Cooling System and Essential Service Water System
(CCS/ESWS) and to draw a methodological guide for transposition.

The study realized on CCS/ESWS involves two main axes :
- quantification of cold source loss (as an accident sequence initiating event,

called HI).
- quantification of the CCS/ESWS missions in accident sequences,

The subject of this article is to show that this transformation is applicable with
minimum distortions of the results and to determine the hypotheses, the conditions
and the limits of application of this conversion.

* Direction des R&acteurs Nucleaires / Departement d"Etudes des
Combustibles/Service d'Etudes des Composants et Assemblages.

** Direction des Etudes et Recherches / Service Reacteurs Nucleaires et
Echangeurs / D&partement Etudes de Surety et de Fiabilite.



l.CCS/ESWS STUDY IN PSA 1300

1.1 System description

Functionally, the CCS and ESWS systems are made of two redundant trains, both
trains are being constituted of two legs working in cold standby. An automatic
device controls the startup after the safety injection signal, and also the switching
of a leg or a train. The main problem is the modeling of the cold standby:

- In case of cold source loss initiating event, according to the reactor operational
state, one or two trains are working, with only one leg per train used. The
duration of each mission is one year.

- In an accident sequence, one train is operating and the other one is started when
the safety injection signal is detected. Several main missions of the CCS/ESWS
system, with a duration of forty hours, are chosen for the application.

1.1. Original models

We made a Markov graph per mission. This evaluation of unreliability for such a
system based on a state graph allowed to model the standby functioning and the
potential repairs.

Macrocomponents being series systems, repair time was average of the repair times
of each component weighted by their failure rates.

Although more realistic, the resulting graphs did not give access to relative
importance of components, that is one reason why studies were turned towards
Boolean models [2].

The following sections present the feasability study of the conversion of Markov
graphs into fault-trees, performed on the same system.

2. INITIATING EVENT

2.1. Assumptions

We have to make the following assumptions :
• initially (at t = 0), the operating system is good working,
• the systems are reliable : for each component, X « | i (k : operating failure

rate, \i: repair rate),
• the mission time is large, compared to repair time of the systems,
• the repair times of the normal systems are close one from each other.



2.2. Method

A preliminar functional analysis emphasized components of the normal systems
initially working, and those of the emergency systems, activated in case of first
ones failure and allowed to record their failure modes.

For a long mission time, we can approximate the unreliability of a system by its
loss frequency. It allows us to model enough precisely the system operation. In the
trees, we distinguish the failures of the normal systems (foreseen to work during
the whole mission time) and the failures of the emergency systems (foreseen to
work when the normal system is failed).

Assuming that the normal systems are initially in good operating state (i.e. no
initial unavaibility due to on demand failures), their loss frequency over the whole
mission time (one year) is due exclusively to operational failures.

Assuming that the repair times of the normal systems are relatively homogeneous,
we study the safety systems unreliability for the mean repair time of the normal
systems. Operational and on demand failures are thus taken into account.

Then, the whole system loss frequency is the product of the normal system loss
frequency and of the probability of the safety system loss before normal system
repair.

2.2. Study

The previous method tested on every initiating events of cold source loss provided
encouraging results : relative error compared to the graph less than 45 % for
unreliability of 10" /year, dropping below 1 % for unreliability of 10" /year.

Today the sources of variation between graphs and trees are clearly identified. First
of all, the trees ignore sequential functioning of the emergency system. But, in the
studied case, it has no effect, because of the Common Cause Failures (CCF) which
induce the direct loss of the emergency system and hide its sequential aspect.
Second, we cannot easily take into account the repair of the emergency systems.
But, same as above, CCFs make emergency systems repair sequences (that could
appear after the partial loss of the emergency systems) be neglictable in the graphs.
Consequently, these two first sources of variation have very few effect in the
studied case.

The only important problem comes from the dispersion of the normal systems
repair times. Whereas dynamic models allow to distinguish several repair times
versus the normal system in a same state graph thanks to the multiple transitions
(ex: 25 h for a ESWS leg, 12.5 h to repair one leg among the two unavailable legs
of one train, 7 h for an electrical board), the current model of fault tree imposes to
have just one average time, which does not make sense when repair times are very
far from each other. Then, either we make a single tree by using the upper time,
extremely conservative, either we build as many trees as there are different repair
times, which is more realistic but not very convenient. This second solution
allowed to check the great importance of that source of variation over the fault
trees, which lets us think that except this current software limit, Boolean models



are well adapted to reparable systems. So, we think that the advantages of the trees,
such as access to minimal cutsets, compensate this small inconvenience.

In order to validate the method of conversion, many sensitivity studies have been
carried out, relative to the main parameters (mission time, repair times, failure
rate). As results do not vary a lot, we may think that the method is quite stable for
reparable systems seeing that the mission time is above some normal system repair
times, and that sequential functioning has very few impact on the unreliability
calculation.

3. ACCIDENT SEQUENCE

2.1. Assumptions

We have to make the following assumptions :
• the initial unavailability of train or leg is part of the study,
• the systems are reliable : for each component, X«\i.

3.1. Method

For a short mission time, we don't know any modeling better than a pure static
modeling : we completely neglect the cold standby and the repairs. To build the
fault-tree we used two different ways, successively.

First, we went back to the functional analysis, and we built the fault-trees from the
results of that functional analysis. This led to the constitution of very large fault
trees, each devoted to only one mission. This method consists in three consecutive
stages which are respectively : determination of simplificated representation of the
system, determination of all event sequences leading to the failure of the mission
and fault tree construction.

Second, to validate this functional approach, we built other fault trees directly from
the state graph. In the state graph, we go from initial states to the failed state
through transitions. Each transition corresponds to a fault tree (ex: loss of one leg).
So, the operation consists in reporting those trees in the macro-fault tree, each
transition being a leaf in the macro-fault-tree. The main interest of this method is
the use of pre-existing trees and simple combination of boolean models.

Only the first method is kept in the methodological guide since it does not rely on
preexisting models like state graphs, so it is self-standing.

In fact, the second method has been used to validate the first one, to check the
exhaustivity of the functional analysis, compared to the graph one.

The following comparison is so based on Boolean models issued from the first way,
and the state graphs of PSA 1300.



3.2. Study

All trees are made to be pessimistic, relatively to the state graphs. Under these
circumstances, the maximum relative overestimation is of about 200%. This comes
from the different nature of the two models: in a state graph, transitions of loss of a
system are mitigated by repair transitions, which is excluded in the fault tree.
Besides, if we do not take into account the repair of the failures in the state graphs,
the results are quite similar to the fault trees, which tends to prove that the main
source of variation concerns repairs.

This effect is all the more important for breakdown sequences with failure of both
trains, for then, many repairs are allowed, including the repair of a leg initially in
outage. This repair transition mitigates the unreliability of the system. So, as it is
not modeled in the fault tree, the results stay very conservative.

Most of sensitivity studies performed on Boolean and Markovian models are based
on the mission time variation and the repairs exclusion in state graphs. They show
that the limit in time of the conversion : Boolean models are no more valid for
mission time longer than roughly 2 mean repair times of the system. Indeed, for
instance, when the mission time is ten time longer, the maximum relative
overestimation increases from 200 % to 1900 %.

As usually mission times for safety systems such as CCS/ESWS are short, this limit
on time is a small inconvenience, compared to the main advantage of Boolean
models that allow a " living PSA ". However, the improvement of the method
requires to take into account repairs.

4. CONCLUSION

The feasibility of the transformation of state graphs into fault trees is now
demonstrated for all the computerized PSA 1300 models for the CCS/ESWS
system (both in accident sequences and for HI initiating events).

Moreover, although copied from PSA 1300 state graphs, used as reference models,
the proposed method is based on a functional analysis, and so is free-standing. The
large advantages of Boolean models being now admitted (good traceability, better
utilization of results thanks to access of minimal cutsets, better adequation to
modifications on systems or missions...), the present study conveys us to go further
on that way by taking into account the multiple repair times in a fault tree, and the
emergency systems repairs as for long term mission (HI initiating events), and
repairs of initial outages as for short term mission (accidental sequences). Those
improvements seem necessary in the aim of compensate the loss of avantages
relative to dynamic models.
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